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Chapterr 5 

AA Comparison of Operator 
Splitt ingg and Approximate Matr ix 
Factorizationn for the Shallow 
Waterr Equations in Spherical 
Geometry y 

Summary y 

Thee shallow water equations (SWEs) in spherical geometry provide a basic pro-
totypee for developing and testing numerical algorithms for solving the horizontal 
dynamicss in global atmospheric circulation models. When solving the SWEs on a 
globall  fine uniform lat-lon grid, an explicit time integration method suffers from a 
severee stability restriction on the admissible step size. In a previous paper, we inves-
tigatedd an A-stable, linearly-implicit, third-order time integration method (Ros3), 
whichh we combined with approximate matrix factorization (AMF) to make it cost-
effective.. In this paper, we further explore this method and we compare it to a 
Strang-typee operator splitting method. Our main focus is on the local error of the 
methods,, their numerical dispersion relation and their accuracy and efficiency when 
appliedd to the well-known SWEs test set. The comparison shows that Ros3 with 
AM FF accurately presents both low and mid frequency waves. Moreover. Ros3 with 
AM FF makes a good candidate for the efficient solution of the SWEs on a global fine 
lat-lonn grid. In contrast, Strang splitting is not advocated, in view of its inaccuracy 
inn the polar regions and the resulting inefficiency. 

83 3 
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5.11 Introduction 
Inn current weather prediction and climate simulation, circulation models are used 
too simulate the dynamics of the atmosphere. A circulation model contains the 
primitivee equations and a numerical solution method to solve them. Currently, 
theree is much interest in accurate and efficient numerical methods for global cir-
culationn models. Spectral methods, long considered ideal for numerical simula-
tionn on the sphere, proved less efficient on the high resolution grids demanded to 
progresss atmospheric modeling. In [42,43], we therefore investigated a new grid-
pointt method, which produced good results for the well established Shallow Water 
Equationss (SWEs) testset [88]. This testset was developed to guide and stimulate 
thee development of new numerical methods in circulation models and to provide a 
standardd framework to assess them. 

Inn [42], we discussed an Osher-type finite volume method for the spatial dis-
cretizationn of the SWEs on the sphere. Combined with a third-order upwind scheme 
forr the constant state interpolation, this method is second-order accurate on uni-
formm latitudinal-longitudinal (lat-lon) grids. In addition, we proposed an efficient 
timee integration method in [43] for solving the resulting semi-discrete system. We 
appliedd a linearly implicit A-stable third-order Rosenbrock method (Ros3) to avoid 
thee stability restriction associated with the well-known pole problem on uniform lat-
lonn grids and combined this method with approximate matrix factorization (AMF) 
too make it cost efficient. Ros3 with AMF produced good results for all testcases in 
thee SWEs testset. 

Inn this article, we further explore Ros3 with AMF and compare it to a Strang 
splittingg method. Although both methods apply a splitting principle to simplify the 
solutionn process, their underlying techniques are very different. Strang splitting is 
ann operator splitting technique, i.e., the original PDE problem is splitted additively 
inn simpler PDEs which are solved separately. AMF on the other hand, factorizes 
thee linear systems to be solved in the linearly implicit Ros3 method. In this work, 
wee investigate the local error of both techniques, in particular, in the polar regions. 
Furthermore,, we investigate their numerical dispersion relations to analyze their 
influencee on the characteristic waves of the shallow water problem. 

Inn meteorological practice, operator splitting techniques are considered unfit 
too solve the SW7Es when they split the advection and Coriolis terms. Together 
thesee terms generate so called Rossby waves, which describe an important part 
off  atmospheric dynamics. The separate treatment of the advection and Coriolis 
termss appears to jeopardize a correct representation of the Rossby waves and there-
fore,, appears to obstruct a correct representation of the atmospheric tendency to 
geostrophicc balance. We will show that Ros3 with AMF solves the Rossby waves 
accurately. . 

Thee theoretical analysis of the local error and the numerical dispersion relations 
servess to demonstrate that Ros3 with AMF is particularly useful to efficiently inte-
gratee the SWEs in time on high resolution grids. In addition, the results are used 
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too illustrate that a certain skepticism with respect to operator splitting methods is 
justified.. The theoretical results will be confirmed by numerical experiments on the 
SWEss testset. 

Thiss paper is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the SWEs in spherical 
coordinatess and gives a simplified formulation in a local Cartesian frame of reference. 
Inn Section 5.3, we consider the time integration methods, Ros3 with AMF and 
Strangg splitting. Special attention is paid to accuracy and stability. Section 5.4 
too Section 5.6 contain the actual comparisons between Ros3 with AMF and Strang 
splitting.. Section 5.4 focuses on the local error of both methods when applied to the 
linearizedd SWEs in spherical coordinates. In Section 5.5. we analyze their numerical 
dispersionn relations and demonstrate their influence on the characteristic waves 
associatedd with the original shallow water problem. In Section 5.6, we verify our 
theoreticall  results with numerical experiments. For that purpose, we concentrate 
onn three test cases of the SWEs testset, i.e., Test 2, global steady-state non-linear 
zonall  geostrophic flow, Test 5, zonal flow over an isolated mountain, and Test 6, 
thee Rossby-Haurwitz wave. Finally, we formulate our conclusions in Section 5.7. 

5.22 The SWEs in spherical geometry 

Thee Shallow Water Equations on the sphere describe a flow in a shallow homoge-
neouss incompressible and inviscid fluid layer on a rotating sphere. Since they cover 
importantt aspects of the horizontal dynamical behavior of the atmosphere, these 
equationss serve as a first prototype of a circulation model. More specifically, they 
regardd the atmosphere as a thin layer in which the density is uniform and constant 
andd in which viscous effects can be ignored. In this section, we briefly recall their 
formulation,, see also [42.88]. For a thorough derivation, we refer to [6,26,55,82]. 

Lett (A, 0, t) denote the independent variables longitude, A £ [0. 27r), latitude, 
óó E [—7r/2,7r/2]. and time, t > 0. Let u be the velocity in longitudinal direction 
definedd by u — a/cos(0) dA/di, v the velocity in latitudinal direction defined by 
vv = a d(p/dt and H the depth of the fluid layer. Let h denote the height of the free 
surfacee above the sphere at sea level, i.e., h = H + hs, where hs accounts for the 
orographyy of the Earth and define u as the horizontal velocity field (u.v). Finally, 
lett a denote the radius of the Earth, g the gravitational constant, and ƒ the Coriolis 
parameter,, 2Qsm<p, with Q the angular velocity of the Earth. The shallow water 
equationss on the sphere are then formulated as 

—-—- + V  (Huu) = ƒ + - tan0 Hv - -^— - f ^— '2 ', 5.1 
atat a acos<p oX acosd) o\ 

———— + V  (Hvu) = - (ƒ + -tm\é)Hu — ——. (5.2 
atat a a oq) a OQ 
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dt dt 

wheree the divergence operator is defined by 

dH dH 
++  V  (Hu) = 0, (5.3) 

VV  -u = 
acos0 acos0 

dudu d(v cos 0) 
~d\~d\ + dó 

:5.4i i 

Thee above equations are given in flux-form, which directly originates from the cor-
respondingg conservation laws. The first and second equation describe conservation 
off  momentum in longitudinal and latitudinal direction, respectively. The third 
equationn is known as the continuity equation. The source terms on the right hand 
sidee are connected to the Coriolis force, the curvature terms, and the hydrostatic 
pressuree gradient force. 

5.2.11 The locally Cartesian form of the SWEs 

Too facilitate the analysis of the numerical dispersion relations of our time integra-
tionn methods, see Section 5.5. we also rely on a simpler version of the SWEs. viz. 
thee SWEs in a locally Cartesian frame of reference. These equations are valid in a 
midlatitudee synoptic system, which types of motion are common in dynamic mete-
orologicall  practice. Based on midlatitude synoptic scale analysis, we are allowed to 
neglectt the curvature terms in equations (5.1)-(5.3). In addition, we assume that 
thee Earth is an ideal sphere, i.e., hs = 0. Using the flux form, the SWEs in a locally 
Cartesiann frame of reference are then defined as 

dHudHu dHu2 dHuv d(\H2) £ u ++ — — + — — +  L - fHv = 0, (5.5) 
dtdt dx ay dx 

dHvdHv dHuv dHv2 d(\H2) £rj 

dtdt dx ay dy 

dHdH dHu dHv _ 
dtdt dx dy 

wheree the x- and y-coordinate are everywhere aligned with the local east- and 
northwardd direction, respectively, u and v denote the velocity components in these 
directions.. Note that the absence of the curvature terms does not affect any analysis 
concerningg the impact of splitting the Coriolis force from the advection terms in 
numericall  time integration methods. 
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5.33 The time integration methods 

InIn this section we discuss the third-order Rosenbrock method (Ros3) combined with 
approximatee matrix factorization (AMF) and a Strang splitting method. These 
integrationn methods solve general non-linear ODE systems w — F(w) with w 6 IRm. 
Notee that any semi-discrete system of the SWEs fits into this framework, because 
thee SWEs describe a pure initial value problem. These methods were also discussed 
inn our earlier papers [43] and [44], respectively. 

Bothh integration methods rely on a splitting principle, but on a different level 
inn the solution process. Strang splitting is an operator splitting method, see [75]. 
Itt splits the different operators in the original PDE problem and solves them inde-
pendentlyy in successive substeps. Approximate matrix factorization simplifies the 
integrationn by factorizing the linear systems to be solved in the linearly implicit 
Ros33 method, such that these solves become less expensive. 

Besidess a general description of these methods, we will discuss their stability 
properties,, which are of particular interest for meteorological applications. When 
calculatingg on a high resolution latitudinal-longitudinal grid, most time integration 
methods,, read explicit methods, suffer from a severe restriction on the applicable 
timee step. Since high resolution grids are the future trend, it is important to develop 
timee integration methods which avoid such a limitation, see [86]. 

5.3.11 The third-order Rosenbrock method with approximate 
matrixx factorization 

WTee first concern ourselves with the third-order two-stage Rosenbrock method, see [13, 
25.43], , 

WW
nn + 1 = «;" + 1 ^ + 1^2, (5.8) 

55 fei = TF(W71). 

SkSk22 = rF(wn + lk1)-^kl, 

SS = ( J -7 r J ) w i t h 7 = i + i v
/ 3, 

wheree T = tn+i—tn denotes the step size, wn denotes the numerical solution which 
approximatess the exact solution w at time tn, and J = F'(wn) denotes the Jacobian 
matrixx dF/dw of F (w) at w = wn. This method is called linearly implicit, since it 
requiress the solution of two linear systems with the matrix (I—^rJ). In this sense, 
thee method is intermediate between explicit and implicit Runge-Kutta methods. 

Thee Rosenbrock method is A-stable with stability function, 

2z2z hz2 - z 
R(z)R(z) = 1 + + -^ 2-

1 - 7^^ ( 1 - 7 * ) 
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seee [25]. A-stability is attractive as it implies unconditional stability in the sense of 
Fourier-Vonn Neumann analysis [24.82] for stable linear PDE problems. 

AA drawback of the Ros3 method (5.8) is that for multidimensional applications 
solvingg twice per time step a linear system with the matrix I — ̂ rJ is expensive. 
Too reduce computational costs, while preserving A-stability and third-order accu-
racy,, we therefore apply approximate matrix factorization. To demonstrate this 
technique,, we rewrite the original ODE system as 

ww = F(w) = Fx(w) + Fc(w). (5.9) 

wheree Fx and F0 denote semi-discrete operators in longitudinal and latitudinal 
direction,, respectively. In general. F also contains source terms, the distribution 
off  which is not immediately evident from the definition of FA and F0. At this 
pointt we only assume that the source terms are distributed over Fx and F0 in some 
appropriatee manner. A detailed discussion on the distribution of the source terms 
iss presented in Section 5.5.3. 

Thee idea of approximate matrix factorization (AMF). see e.g. [2.14.34.54], is to 
redefinee S by 

S={I-S={I-11TJTJXX){I-ITJ){I-ITJ 00).). Jx = F'x{w
n). J0=Fo(w

n). (5.10) 

Thiss significantly reduces the computational costs associated with the linear system 
solution.. Instead of solving two huge two-dimensional linear systems per time step, 
wee only have to solve four one-dimensional linear systems, each of which is uncou-
pledd per grid line. While improving efficiency, Ros3 with AMF does not compromise 
thee favorable properties of the original Ros3 method. First, Ros3 with AMF re-
mainss third-order accurate, see [43]. Second. Ros3 with AMF remains A-stable with 
stabilityy function. 

2z2z 2-z 
R(zR(zxx.. z<t> ) = l + — + 2—T- -2 . 

(ii  - 72A) (i - ~fz0) (i _ 1Zxy (i _ 1Z4)y 

wheree z = Z\ + z^, see Theorem 3.1 in [43] (Theorem 2). Theorem 3.1 implies 
thatt for matrices J\ and J0 which have a common complete system of eigenvectors, 
unconditionall  stability holds for stable linear problems in the sense of Fourier-Von 
Neumannn analysis. Note that this is the case if these matrices commute. Although 
inn general the matrices J\ and 3$ do not commute, the theorem gives an indication 
forr unconditional stability in practical applications. 

5.3.22 The second-order Strang splitting method 

Strangg splitting belongs to the family of operator splitting methods. Operator 
splittingg is based on the idea that most time-dependent ODE or PDE systems 
cann be splitted additively in ODE or PDE systems which are simpler to solve. 
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Wee can think for instance of the earlier subdivision of F in a longitudinal and a 
latitudinall  part, respectively. In each time step of the operator splitting method 
thee subprocesses are treated separately using a certain order of reappearance. We 
adoptt the symmetrical order of reappearance proposed by Strang [75], for which he 
provedd second-order consistency. 

Wee demonstrate this form of symmetrical Strang splitting for system (5.9). Let 
thee numerical solution wn approximate w at time tn and let r = tn+\—tn denote the 
stepp size. Furthermore, let wi(t) denote the solution of the subprocess wi — F\(«,'i) 
etc.. Solving the substeps sequentially, one Strang splitting step from time tn to tn+\ 
iss given by 

wiwi = Fx(wi). wi(tn) = wn. 

ww22 = F,/, {w2). w2{tn) =w1(tn + J ). 

ww33 = Fx (w3), w3(tn + \) = w2(tn + 

=S>> w
n+1 =w3(tn + r). (5.14) 

Thiss process is second order in time under the assumption that the subprocesses are 
solvedd exactly or numerically with an integration method of at least order two. The 
errorr introduced by the splitting is called the splitting error. In case of commuting 
operators,, i.e., F^F  ̂ - F^F\ = 0, this splitting error is zero, see [44.65,66]. In 
practice,, most systems do not commute, so we always have a splitting error. 

5.44 The local error 

InIn this section, we focus on the structure of the local error for both integration meth-
ods.. Our interest is in these errors in the polar regions. In actual applications, the 
locall  error of the Strang splitting method appears to increase significantly towards 
thee poles as opposed to Ros3 with AMF. 

Wee analyze the local error for the 'frozen' linearized system of equations derived 
fromm (5.1)-(5.4). Let us linearize around a constant state vector q — (Hu, Hv. H)T. 
wheree the upper bar refers to 'frozen' variables. Substituting q = q + q' in (5.1) 
(5.4).. the resulting linearized system reads 

QtQt + Aqx + Bq<p = Ccurq + Ccorq. (5.15) 

for£nn <t<t n+i. (5.11) 

foTtfoTtnn <t<t n+1. (5.12) 

f o r i n + ii < t < t n + i , (5.13) 

withh the matrices A and B, 
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andd the force matrices Ccur and Ccor. 
// 2 t an tf> — 2 t an <p — 2 t an t 

t ^cur r ^ c u r j ^ ^ 

t ann 0 

tann o /—2 ( ü2 - ü2 ) ) t>corr — 

/ / 

/ oo ƒ o ^ 

- ƒ 00 0 

VV o o o / 

(5.17) ) 

wheree we omitted the apostrophes in equation (5.15) and assumed the Earth to 
bee ideal, i.e., hs = 0. Next, we define a uniform lat-lon grid with cell-centered grid 
pointss (Xi,(f)j), 

A, , AA, , AAA = 
2TT T 

nL L 

0jj  = - 7 7+ \J i WW A^=AA = -^, 

nL, , 

nP. . 

andd let the grid function qij(t) denote the semi-discrete approximation to the so-
lutionn q(\i,<t>j,t)  of (5.15) on this grid. Spatially discretizating system (5.15) then 
yieldss the following ODE system, 

dt dt 
—— L qij: L — LA + LB + CCUT + Ccor, (5.18) ) 

wheree LA — -AD\ and LB = -BD^. The matrices A and B are evaluated in each 
gridd cell. DA and D0 are linear difference operators in longitudinal and latitudinal 
direction,, respectively. For instance, for a second order central discretization, they 
read d 

^(t>Qi,j^(t>Qi,j  = 

Qi+l.jQi+l.j  — Qi-1,3 

AA A 
Qi.jQi.j + 1 ~ Qi,j-l 

withh C, 

Lett L\ and L& denote the linear splitting operators. 

L\L\ qUj = [LA + Ccxlrk + Cc o rJ qi,j-, (5.19) 

LLéé qij = [LB + CCUT<p + Ccor0]  quj, (5.20) 

== CCOT. System (5.18) can then be AA "T" L-cur̂  — L'cur a nd OCOrA ~r C< 
writtenn as 

dt dt 
—— L\ qUJ + L(p qij. (5.2i; ; 

Thee distribution of the source terms over L\ and L$ is partly fixed. The linearized 
curvaturee terms CcurA and CCUTiJ> read 

C^curr \ — 

0 0 

22 tan<ft 
a a 

0 0 

C c u rAA — 

22 t an 
a a 

0 0 

0 0 

<p <p V V 
22 t an é — 

^^ U 
a a 

22 t an A — 
-- V 

a a 
t a nn <j> 

uvuv \ 

(5.22) ) 
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Thee first matrix, CcurA, is exclusively connected to the curvature terms in the 
originall  SWEs system associated with a change in orientation of the unit vector 
inn longitudinal direction, see [32]. Similarly, the second matrix, CCUÏ0, contains 
matrixx entries related to the linearized curvature terms associated with a change 
inn orientation of the unit vector in latitudinal direction. However, this matrix also 
containss part of the divergence operator. Of course, other splittings are possible, 
butt only splitting (5.22) is natural. With respect to the Coriolis terms, no additional 
assumptionss are made. 

Observee that system (5.21) fits into the framework (5.9) with the additional 
advantagee that F\(w) and F$(w) are linear functions. Therefore, we can analyze 
thee local Strang splitting and Ros3 with AMF error for the general linear ODE 
system, , 

ww = F(w) = F\(w) + F<p(w) with F'x = constant. F  ̂ = constant. (5.23) 

Lett w(tn) denote the exact solution of system (5.23) at time tn and let wn+1 denote 
thee numerical solution after one time step with a particular time integration method 
fromm initial condition wn — w(tn). The local error is then defined as 

wheree ||  || denotes a suitable norm, e.g., the L^- or Z/2-norm. Assume that each 
off  the substeps in the Strang splitting method is solved exactly in time. Omitting 
higherr order terms, Taylor expansion of w(tn+i) and wn+1 around the exact solution 
w(tw(tnn)) then yields 

sKK  a« * è II  F*FxF*  M*») ) - 2 F ' x K ( F*  M'») ) + F*  M*«)) ) + 
Strangg ^ 4 

F^F'F^F'xx(F(Fxx(w(t(w(tnn))+AF))+AF (j)(j)(w(t(w(tnn)))-2F^F)))-2F^Fxx(w(t(w(tnn)))) || r3. (5.24) 

Similarly,, we obtain the following local error for Ros3 with AMF, 

KZKZ * II  (- + -V2.)F'F'F /F(w(tn)) + 
JocR oss " \ 24 36 / 

( ^^ + ^ ) {FxF^F' + F'FxF^F(w(tn)) || r4. (5.25) 

Inn the polar regions, the linear splitting operators (5.19) and (5.20) are domi-
natedd by the curvature terms, i.e., L\~CCUTx and L^~Ccur<Ji. The largest matrix 
entriess of CCUTx and CCUTtJ> behave as ü2/(acos4>) or ïï/(acos0), respectively, which 
rapidlyy increases towards the poles. We here assume that ü and v behave similarly. 
Consequently,, the largest entries of F'x and F  ̂ behave as u/(acos0) or u2/ (acos0) 
inn the polar regions. Given (5.24) and (5.25), we then find 

KtLKtLnene ~ (üirü/iacos]^))3) and E  ̂ ~ (ïï (rü/(a cos |0|))4) . (5.26) 
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Notee that these estimates are based on a Taylor expansion and the ommittance 
off  higher order terms, which is only valid, when the quotient TVL/(CLcos4>np) is 
sufficientlyy small. 

Forr realistic values of r, % and grid resolution Ad>, the expressions in (5.26) 
demonstratee that the local Strang splitting error becomes much larger in the po-
larr regions than the local Ros3 with AMF error. This is exemplified in Fig-
uree 5.1. where we assume a typical fine grid resolution, i.e.. AA = A</> = 7r/nP 
withh L =180. v, = lOm/s, and a step size T = 300S (r < acos0n P) . In 
thiss figure, the quotients from equations (5.26) are plotted over a latitudinal range 
èè e [ir/2  - 9TT/(2 * nP). TT/2 - n/{2 * nP)]. viz. the last five latitudinal grid points 
nextt to north pole. For Strang splitting, the local error increases rapidly in a band 
off  three grid cells away from the pole. The increase of the local error of Ros3 with 
AM FF on the other hand, is minor, and this error is significantly smaller as opposed 
too Strang splitting. 

x10~' ' 

1-5--

1 1 

0.5 5 

0^^ a ' o ^ i e i 1 L 

1-55 1.51 152 153 1.54 1,55 1.56 1.57 
t]>> in rad 

Figuree 5.1: The quotient U(TU/ (acos0))3 for Strang splitting (dashed) and 
thee quotient ü (rü/ (acos</>))4 for Ros3 with AMF (solid) over a latitudinal range 
066 [TT/2-9 7r/(2 *nP), 7r/2-7r/(2*nP)], (nP = 180, r = 300s). 

5.55 The dispersion relations 

Inn meteorological practice, splitting methods are approached with a certain skepti-
cism.. It is considered unwise to split the process associated with advection waves 
fromm the Coriolis terms. Together, these processes generate so called Rossby waves, 
whichh describe an important part of atmospheric dynamics. Treating these pro-
cessess separately appears to jeopardize a correct representation of these waves and, 
therefore,, apparently obstructs a correct representation of the atmospheric tendency 
too geostrophic balance. To investigate this matter, we focus on the dispersion rela-
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tionss of the time integration methods and compare them to the dispersion relation 
off  the original problem. This analysis will show how the time integration method 
affectss the amplitude and propagation velocity of the waves which build up the 
originall  solution. 

5.5.11 The exact dispersion relation 

Since,, in this section, we are primarily interested in the effects of different splittings 
off  the advection term from the Coriolis term, it is sufficient to consider the SWEs 
inn a local Cartesian frame of reference, (5.5) (5.7). To derive the exact dispersion 
relation,, we first linearize system (5.5)-(5.7) around a constant state vector q — 
(Ü,(Ü, V, H)T, where the upper bar refers to frozen variables. We substitute u = U+u'', 
vv — V + v' and H — H + h' in the equations, which gives 

dudu TTdu Tdu dh 
—— + U— + V— + g — - fv = 0, (5.27) 
atat ox ay ox 

dvdv TTdv Tdv dh 
^  ̂ + U—+V—+g— + fu = 0, (5.28) 
atat ox ay ay 

otot ox ay ox oy 

wheree we omitted the upper bars and apostrophes for clarity. We then assume the 
harmonicc wave solution, 

qq = {u,v.h)T = q(t)el(klX + k2y) with q{t) = qe^K (5.30) 

wheree k—(k\, k2)T G M, wGC and q — constant denote the wave number, the fre-
quencyy and the amplitude of the wave, respectively. The frequency u) can be broken 
downn into an imaginary part Im(cj), which corresponds to damping or amplification, 
andd a real part Re{w), which corresponds to propagation. With propagation, we 
associatee the phase velocity cp defined by 

Re(u;) ) 

whichh says that any particular phase surface, i.e., a surface with a constant phase 
99 — k\x + k^y — Re(w) t, moves with normal velocity cp in the direction of k. When 
thee phase velocity depends on the wavenumber k, the wave is called dispersive. 

Substitutingg the harmonic wave solution into equations (5.27)-(5.29) yields 

// -iw + Uiki + Vik2 - ƒ gih \ 
ƒƒ -iu) + Uikx + Vik2 gik2 9 = 0. (5.31) 

\\ Hikx Hik2 -iu + Uih + Vik2 I 
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AA non-trivial harmonic wave solution of (5.27)-(5.29) exists when system (5.31) is 
singular.. In that case, the determinant of the matrix should be zero. i.e.. 

dett = Ü3 +j(f 2 + gH (kf + k%)) = 0 (5.32) 

withh ÜJ = -iw + Uiki + Vik2. Equation (5.32) relates the frequency LJ to the 
wavenumberr k = {k1.k2)

T. This relation is called the dispersion relation. The 
dispersionn relation (5.32) allows three different harmonic wave solutions with fre-
quencies. . 

{{ UkUkll+Vk+Vk22.. for j = l. 

Uk,Uk, + Vk2 - V / 2 + 9Ü {k\ + k2). for j = 2, (5.33) 
UkUkYY + Vk2 + ^p + gH (k2 + k2

2), for j - 3 . 
andd corresponding amplitudes. 

f-gk2\f-gk2\ / igk2f T gki V / 2 + gH (k'{ + fcj) \ 
&&  = ^ i  92,3 = -ighf T gk2y/f

2 + gH{k'l + k2
2) . (5.34) 

\ - ' / // \ gH ) 

Thee first family of waves are known as the vorticity or advection waves, which are 
sloww waves. The second and the third family of waves are called Poincaré waves, 
whichh imply pure gravity waves when f2 <C gH\k\2. These waves are considered to 
bee fast. Note that none of these waves involves damping. 

5.5.22 The numerical dispersion relations 

Inn this section we derive the numerical dispersion relations of our time integration 
methods.. The numerical dispersion relation is obtained in a similar manner as for 
thee exact problem, i.e., by assuming a harmonic wave solution for the numerical 
schemee associated with the time integration method. The resulting frequencies 
differr from the original ones in both the imaginary and real part. The first leads 
too a wave with a different amplitude, which is called dissipation or accumulation. 
Thee second leads to a wave with a different propagation or phase velocity, which is 
calledd dispersion. 

Th ee Ros3 method combined wit h approximate matri x factorization 

Wee first focus on the numerical dispersion relation associated with the third-order 
Rosenbrockk method combined with approximate matrix factorization. Normally, a 
numericall  dispersion relation is discussed in connection to a difference scheme, which 
iss the result of a certain discretization in space and integration in time [82]. Below, 
wee analyze the numerical dispersion relation associated with the time integration 
methodd for the continuous form of the linearized SWEs. 
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Wee write the linearized equations (5.27)-(5.29) in matrix form, 

^~~\H^~~\H  Ï U ) ^ + \ 0 )~\0 I V )°y \ 0 

Substitutionn of (5.30) into equation (5.35) yields the following ODE system for the 
Fourierr transform q(t), 

dqdq (U 0 g \ / 0 / 0 \ 
- 11 = -iki [ 0 U 0 \q + 0 0 0 \q + 
dtdt \ H 0 U ) \ 0 0 0 / 

VV 0 0 \ 
-ik-ik22 I 0 V g )q + | - ƒ 0 0 ] q. (5.36) 

00 II V j 

Next,, we apply Ros3 with AMF to system (5.36), where we divide the right-hand 
sidee of (5.36) into a part depending on the wavenumber k\ and a part depending 
onn the wavenumber &2, i-e., 

^-^- = A{kx)q^B{k2)q. (5.37) 
at at 

Thiss distribution corresponds to a dimensional splitting similar to (5.9). Note that 
withh the specification of A(ki) and B(k2) the distribution of the Coriolis terms over 
thesee matrices is not yet fixed. At this point, we assume that A{k\) contains the first 
Corioliss matrix of equation (5.36) and B(k2) contains the second. In Section 5.5.3, 
otherr distributions will be considered. 

Thee application of Ros3 with AMF to (5.36) yields 

qqn+ln+l =R{r,A{k=R{r,A{k ll),B{k),B{k22))q))qnn
)) (5.38) 

wheree q n denotes the approximation of the Fourier transform q(t) at time t — tn 

andd the amplification factor R(r,A(ki), B{k2)) is defined by the stability function, 

RRrosros{r,{r,  A,B) = I + 2rS~l {A + B) + r 5 " : Q r (A + B) - I]  S~1(A + B) 

withh the matrix S = (I — 'yrA) (I — -yrB). For a further discussion on this stability 
function,, we refer to our earlier paper [43]. 

Too derive the numerical dispersion relation, we then substitute the numerical 
harmonicc wave solution, 
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intoo (5.38) to obtain 

MMroro*q*q = e-i"™Tq with Mros= RTOS{r.A{k l).B{k2)). 

Thiss gives the following numerical dispersion relation. 

ln(A A/ros.) ) 
UTOSJUTOSJ = — — i. (5.40) 

T T 

wheree AA/ros denotes the j - t h eigenvalue of the matrix A/ros. Note that these eigen-
valuess can be complex, allowing both dispersion and dissipation or accumulation. A 
thoroughh analysis of the frequencies given by (5.40) will show how the corresponding-
wavess relate to the waves of the original problem, see Section 5.5.3. 

Th ee Strang splitt in g method 

Next,, we derive the numerical dispersion relation associated with the Strang split-
tingg method. For its derivation, we adopt the same approach as above. So. we 
commencee from system (5.37) to which we apply the Strang splitting method. In 
thiss case, the amplification factor R(T, A(ki), B(k2)) is defined by 

7?str(r.. A. B) = exp (jQj exp (BT) exp (A^\ . 

Postulatingg the harmonic wave solution (5.39) for the Fourier transform q(t) and 
followingg the same reasoning as above, we arrive at the following dispersion relation, 

l n (A*w, ) ) 
^«trjj  = — ~ I- (5.41) 

wheree Aj\/str denotes the j - t h eigenvalue of the matrix A/Str ~ RSU(T, A(ki), B(k2)). 

5.5.33 An evaluation of the dispersion relations 

Inn this section, we compare the exact and numerical dispersion relations (5.33), (5.40) 
andd (5.41) to examine how well the numerical methods represent the characteristic 
wavess of the original problem. The numerical method can damp or amplify these 
wavess and change their phase velocity. Furthermore, the relations (5.40) and (5.41) 
cann be used to investigate the effects of specific splittings of the advection from the 
Corioliss terms. The question is whether these splittings significantly influence the 
accuracyy and/or stability of the resulting numerical method. We can easily redo 
thee analysis of Section 5.5.2 to provide the correct numerical dispersion relations for 
aa particular redistribution of the forces over the subprocesses in longitudinal and 
latitudinall  direction. 
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Inn order to analyze the dispersion relations, we choose a typical setting of the 
parameterss U, V. H. g and ƒ. Since our original system (5.5)-(5.7) is based on 
midlatitudee synoptic scale analysis, we apply synoptic scale values for these quan-
tities,, i.e.. U = V = lOm/s, H = 104m. and ƒ = 2S7sin(7r/4), see [32]. The 
gravitationall  constant g is given as g = 9.8 m/s2. Furthermore, we must spec-
ifyy the range of wave numbers in which we are interested. For convenience, we 
writee the wave number vector k = {k\,k,2)T in terms of its length |fcj and its direc-
tionn 3, so k = (k\, &2)T = (\k\ cos,3. \k\ sin/?)T. We focus on wave number vectors 
withh length jfc| = 1. These wave numbers include the family of advective waves 
withh velocity £7 cos/3 + V sm3 and the two families of gravity waves with velocities 
UU cos 3 + V sin 3  \/gH, where we used ƒ <Si y/gH. Finally, it is important to notice 
thatt we are calculating in a local Cartesian frame of reference. Observe that the 
distancee Ax in the local frame of reference corresponds to a radial change of the 
longitude,, AA. The corresponding distance on the sphere then reads acos0AA. 
Therefore,, the stepsizes for mid-latitudinal motion in the local and global frame of 
reference,, riocai and Tgi0bai- are related as 

Tgiobaii  = acos(7r/4) riocai « 4.5  106 r ] ocai . 

Wee elaborate the numerical dispersion relations for increasing step sizes. The 
minimumm and maximum value of the imaginary parts of the corresponding frequen-
ciess are given in Table 5.1. The minimum and maximum values are calculated over 
33 € [0. 27T). Observe that the corresponding frequencies of the original waves have 
noo imaginary part. The positive imaginary parts of the frequencies in Table 5.1 
thenn illustrate that a Strang splitting method tends to amplify both advection and 
gravityy waves. 

Inn case of Ros3 with AMF no such behavior is found. Each wave is either damped 
byy the numerical method or propagates with a constant amplitude. Note that this 
behaviorr characterizes the A-stability property. Furthermore, the results indicate 
thatt Ros3 with AMF damps the various waves more rigorously than Strang splitting. 
Forr all step sizes considered, the minimum values of the imaginary parts are smaller 
forr Ros3 with AMF than for Strang splitting. In addition, for Ros3 with AMF, the 
fastt gravity waves are more strongly damped than the slow advective wave. The 
dampingg of Strang splitting does not distinguish between slow and fast waves. 

Finally,, we focus on the imaginary parts of the frequencies for a common step 
sizee T]ocai . Assume Ax = 27r/360. which corresponds to a fine uniform lat-lon grid 
withh AA = A0 = 27r/360. For the given synoptic values, we can then derive a 
maximall  step size riocai prescribed by the CFL-restriction. when solving the SWEs 
byy means of a third-order Runge-Kutta method, see [43], 

r loca,, = Ax/{U + yfg~H) = 5.4  l (T 5s. 

Forr this step size, both methods behave excellently. In particular, their influence 
onn the important advective wave is negligible. 
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- 0 . 1 8 - I O "55 0 
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-0.244  IO2 -0.20  IO2 
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Tabl ee 5.1: Minimum and maximum values of the imaginary part of the frequencies for 
Strangg splitting and Ros3 with AMF. The results are presented for splitting (5.42). The 
maximaa are calculated for wave numbers k — (sin(/3), cos(/5)), with 3 € [0,2ir). For 
eachh step size Tiocai , the extrema associated with the numerical advection (jf = 1) and the 
numericall  gravity waves (j = 2,3) are listed. 

Thee relative errors in the phase velocities are displayed in Table 5.2. The relative 
errorr is defined as follows. 

EE _ R e ( ^ n u m) - Re(Uexact) 

Re(u;e x a c t) ) 

Tablee 5.2 i l lustrates that the Strang splitt ing method does not affect the phase 
velocityy of the advection wave. The gravity waves are changed by this method. 
Ros33 with AM F on the other hand, affects both phase velocities, although its effect 
onn the gravity waves is minor compared to Strang splitt ing for r i o c ai < I O - 3 s. In 
meteorologicall  practice, however, numerical methods are assessed by their capability 
too represent the advective wave. At large step sizes, r i o c ai = I O - 3 and r i o c ai = 10~2, 
Ros33 with AM F poorly represents the advective wave phase velocities as opposed 
too St rang split t ing. For common step sizes though, Tiocai = I O - 4 and T]ocai = I O - 5 , 
Ross 3 with AM F has almost no effect on the advective wave phase velocity. 

Thee effect of a specific spl i t t ing of the Coriolis and advection term on the stability 
propert iess is studied by a comparison of the imaginary parts of the frequencies for 
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0.111  10"4 

0.111  10~4 

0 0 
0.111  10- 2 

0.111  10"2 

0 0 
0.13 3 
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(Ec(Ecpp) ) 

Ros33 with AMF 

0.58-- 10"13 

0.111  10-10 

0.111  10- 10 

3.09-- 10-10 

0.111  10~6 

0.111  10-6 

0.26-- lO-4 

0.10-- lO - 3 

0.10-- 10"3 

0.35 5 

0.33 3 

0.33 3 

Tablee 5.2: Maximum value of the relative errors in the phase velocities for Strang splitting 
andd Ros3 with AMF. The maxima are calculated for wave numbers k = (sin(/?), cos(/3)), 
withh f3 6 [0, 2TT). For each step size ri ocai , the extrema associated with the numerical 
advectionn (j — 1) and the numerical gravity waves (j = 2,3) are listed. 

threee different splitt ings. These are 
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\ \ 

)

0 0 

9 9 
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(5.42) ) 

(5.43) ) 

.. (5.44) 

Thee first splitt ing is already examined above. The second and third splitt ing involve 
noo directional separation of the Coriolis terms. In Table 5.1, the minimum and 
maximumm value of the imaginary parts of the numerical frequencies are given for 
thee first splitt ing for Strang splitt ing and Ros3 with AMF , respectively. For Strang 
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splitting,, the minimal and maximal values for the second and third splitting (5.43)-
(5.44)) are close to zero, so only very small machine representation errors were visible. 
Thee difference of these values as opposed to the values for splitting (5.42) indicate 
thatt amplification or damping by Strang splitting indeed depends on the specific 
splitting.. The method behaves significantly better in case of the second and third 
splitting,, because they involve almost no damping or amplification. Ros3 with AMF 
onn the other hand, is almost indifferent to the details of the splitting. The entries 
off  the minimum and maximum value for the second and third splitting were almost 
identicall  to the entries of splitting (5.42). 

5.66 Numerical experiments 

Inn this section, we continue our comparison between Ros3 with AMF and Strang 
splittingg by an assessment of these methods when applied to test cases of the well-
establishedd SWEs test set [88]. In addition, the numerical experiments serve to 
verifyy the theoretical results found in Section 5.4 and 5.5. 

Bothh methods are used to integrate the system of ODEs resulting from spatially 
discretizingg the full non-linear system of SWEs on the rotating sphere (5.1) (5.4). 
Calculationss are done on a uniform lat-lon grid. As spatial discretization scheme, 
wee apply a finite volume method, viz. an Osher scheme combined with the (K— h)-
schemee for the constant state interpolation, which proved to be well suited for 
solvingg the SWEs in spherical geometry, see [42], Since the resulting ODE system 
iss too difficult to be solved exactly, we have to specify the integration methods 
whichh are used to solve the substeps in the Strang splitting method. In our earlier 
paper.. Ros3 with AMF proved far more efficient than the RK3 explicit method. 
Consequently.. Strang splitting can only be cost effective when it is combined with 
ann implicit time integration method. We therefore apply the Ros3 method (5.8). In 
addition,, this method is third-order accurate, which ensures that the splitting error 
dominatess the total error, and it is A-stable. 

WeWe concentrate on three different test cases from the well-known SWEs test 
sett [88], viz. Test 2, global steady-state non-linear zonal geostrophic flow, Test 5, 
zonall  flow over an isolated mountain, and Test 6. a Rossby-Haurwitz wave. All three 
testt cases were discussed in earlier work [43]. Test 2 is used to provide an order 
estimatee for the Strang splitting method similar to the one for Ros3 with AMF found 
inn [43]. Test 5 and 6 are chosen, because they describe 'realistic' instationary flow 
patterns,, and are therefore suitable to truly assess our time integration methods. 
Inn addition, they form an excellent framework to investigate the influence of the 
integrationn methods on various wave-like solutions. Test 5 involves high-amplitude 
gravityy waves. Test 6 describes a slow Rossby-Haurwitz wave, whose flow pattern 
iss very common in practical applications. A correct representation of this last wrave 
iss therefore of great importance. 

Thee presentation of the numerical experiments is divided in two parts. 
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 First, we investigate the accuracy and efficiency of both methods for a specific 
splitting.. As reference splitting, we use the splitting suggested in our previous 
paper.. The results are used to identify the extent of the errors and their 
locationn on the sphere. The calculations are performed on a high resolution 
grid,, viz. a uniform lat-lon grid with 180 grid points in latitudinal direction 
(nPP = 180) and 360 grid points in longitudinal direction (nL = 360). The step 
sizess of each method are determined by trial and error. For Strang splitting, 
theyy will be the maximal step sizes at which stability is obtained and accuracy 
iss still acceptable. For Ros3 with AMF. the step sizes are chosen such that 
itss results are equally accurate as these of Strang splitting. 

 Second, we investigate the effects of various splittings on the accuracy and 
efficiencyy of both methods. Calculations are done on a uniform lat-lon grid 
off  90 x 180 grid points in case of Test 5 and on a uniform lat-lon grid of 
1444 x 288 grid points in case of Test 6. These grids are coarser than the 
previouss to confine the error in the polar regions, see Section 5.4. The step 
sizee is fixed for all splittings. 

Inn both parts, the accuracy is expressed by the 1-2- or f^-norm of the relative error 
off  the depth of the fluid layer and the absolute errors of the velocity components in 
longitudinal-- and latitudinal direction. In spherical geometry the discrete l^-novm 
andd enorms are defined as follows, 

U(H) U(H) 

^cc(w )) — 

max x 

max x 
i-3 i-3 

HHitjitj -H{\i.<f>j -H{\i.<f>j 

>M.j>M.j  - u{Xi,4>j) 

(5.45) ) 

(5.46) ) 

and d 

12(H) 12(H) Y^iHij-HiXi^j))Y^iHij-HiXi^j)) 22 cos <j>j  / JYiH(Xt^j))2 cos<pj, (5 
i.ji.j  I V i.j 

h(u)h(u) = —- Y(Ul-3: ~u(Xi-(i)j)f  COS (p j 
1-J 1-J 

47) ) 

(5.48) ) 

wheree Hij  etc. denote the approximated solution H etc. at gridpoint (Xi,(f>j)  and 
H(Xi,<f)j)H(Xi,<f)j)  etc. denote the reference solution H etc. at gridpoint (Aj.<£j). which is 
exactt in case of Test 2 and given by a high resolution spectral method in case of 
Testt 5 and Test 6. Note that hiH) and h{u) are the high-resolution finite volume 
equivalentss of the continuous ^2-norm defined by Williamson et al in [88]. 

5.6.11 The three test cases from the SWEs test set 
First,, we summarize the three considered test cases from the SWE test set, viz. 
Testt 2. Test 5. and Test 6. Test 2 represents a solid body rotation of which the 
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heightt field and the velocity components in longitudinal and latitudinal direction 
aree defined as follows 

(aQiio(aQiio u\ 
HH = ho — I — (-—)(—cos A cos 0sin o: + sin </> cos a) . (5.49) 

uu — UQ (cos 0 cos a -f sin 0 cos A sin a), (5.50) 

t'' = —«o sin A sin a. (5.51) 

withh ho and UQ given. UQ = 38.6 m/s and gho = 2.94  104 m2/s2. a denotes the 
anglee between the axis of the solid body rotation and the polar axis of the spherical 
coordinatee system. We consider flow over the poles, i.e.. a = IT/2. Test 2 extends 
overr a 5-days interval. 

Testt 5 represents a zonal flow which impinges on a mountain. The mountain 
heightt is prescribed by a cone. 

hshs = hS0 (l - £) , (5.52) 

wheree h8(i = 2000 m, R = TT/9, r2 = min[H2, (A - Ac)
2 + (0 - 0C)2] , Ac = 3TT/2, and 

<p<pcc = 7r/6. The initial zonal flow is given by a solid body rotation parallel to the 
equator.. The initial height and velocity components result from equation (5.49)-
(5.51)) with a = 0, uo = 20 m/s, and ho = 5960 m. The reference solution is 
determinedd by a high resolution spectral method. The simulated time period is 15 
days. . 

Testt 6 consists of a Rossby-Haurwitz wave with a simulation period of 14 days. 
Thee initial condition is provided in [88]. Meteorologists consider this test as stan-
dard,, since similar flow patterns occur in practical applications. A reference solu-
tionn over a fourteen-day interval is provided by a high resolution spectral circulation 
model. . 

5.6.22 Experiments with the reference splitting 

Th ee reference splitt in g 

Inn this section, we specify the reference splitting for which we assess Strang splitting 
andd Ros3 with AM F on a high-resolution grid. Similar to Section 5.4, this splitting 
iss defined by 

^^ = fx(q) + U(q) (5.53) 
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with h 

,, a ( Hu* + \gH* \ ( - ^ f f + fHv 
A ( 9 ) = — - T ^ TT Huv + - ^ t a n t f, I - (5-54) 

aa cos ó d\ \ Tj 
0 0 

_11 / Huvcos<j> \ ( -M^taiL<f> \ 

™™ ^M Hv2+
H^H2]™*y(^ +fT^Hi(5M) 

^^ ^ \ Hvcoscp ) \ 0 / 
Thee curvature terms are distributed over /A and /^ respecting their association with 
aa change of orientation of the corresponding unit vector. This distribution is nat-
ural.. The Coriolis forces are assigned according to the direction of the momentum 
equationss from which they originate. With a minor difference in the distribution 
off  the curvature terms, this splitting was successfully applied in [43] for Ros3 with 
AMF. . 

A nn order  estimate for  Strang splittin g 

First,, we illustrate the order behavior of the Strang splitting method. Similar to 
thee order estimate for Ros3 with AMF given in [43], calculations are done on a 
uniformm lat-lon grid with resolution nL = 288 and nP = 144 for varying step sizes. 
Wee concentrate on Test 2. As order estimate, we use the /^-norm of the absolute 
errorr of H and u, defined as 

abs(var)rr = max |var[, t - varp-fJ with rref = 80s, 
i jj  u '

wheree var[^t yields the approximate value of a variable var in gridpoint (Xl7(p3) 
att time t calculated with step size r. Figure 5.2 pictures these norms against 
thee step size r in a log-log plot. Note that we march to the steady-state of the 
semi-discretee problem. The figure illustrates that the order of the Strang splitting 
methodd is slightly higher than two in this case. By theory, second-order consistency 
iss expected as is visualized by the slope of the solid line, which is two. 

Resultss on Test 5 and Test 6 

Inn this section, Ros3 with AMF and Strang splitting are applied to Test 5 and Test 6 
off  the SWEs test set. Our interest is in their accuracy and efficiency when used on 
aa high resolution grid. 

Calculationss are done on a uniform lat-lon grid with nL —360 and nP = 180. The 
stepp size is found by trial and error depending on the test case and the integration 
method.. For Strang splitting we apply the following step sizes, r = 216s in case of 
Testt 5, and r — 450 s in case of Test 6. These step sizes are chosen such that the 
resultss are sufficiently accurate and the computation is stable. For Ros3 with AMF, 
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Figur ee 5.2: An order estimate for H and u: log(abs(.f/)T) and log(abs(u)T) versus log(r) 
forr the Strang splitting method for Test 2 (markers). The solid lines illustrate formal 
second-orderr accuracy. 

thee step sizes are chosen such that its results are equally accurate as these of Strang 
splitting.. This yields r = 900 s in case of Test 5, and r = 1200 s in case of Test 6. 
Consequently,, Ros3 with AMF is far more efficient than Strang splitting. Strang 
splittingg involves three linear system solves and three flux evaluations per time step, 
wheree we accounted the flux evaluations of F\ and F$ as two flux evaluations. Ros3 
withh AMF involves four linear system solves and four flux evaluations per time step. 
Therefore,, if the step size for Ros3 with AMF is more than 4/3 times as large as 
thee step size of Strang splitting its workload is lower. For r = 900s in case of Test 5 
andd T= 1200 s in case of Test 6, these ratios are 4.17 and 2.67, respectively. Finally, 
wee comment that for Ros3 with AMF, results can be obtained for much larger step 
sizes.. In contrast to Strang splitting. Ros3 with AMF does not suffer from a severe 
stepp size restriction. Note that, eventually, the step size for Ros3 with AMF is 
limitedd by accuracy. For very large step sizes, viz. several hours, Ros3 with AMF 
involvess too much damping to correctly represent the solution, see Table 5.1 with 
Tlocall  > 10~3s. 

Figuree 5.3 represents the errors (5.45)-(5.48) for Test 5. The errors are suf-
ficientlyy small, although the sudden increase of the ^ ( w) and loo(v) for Strang 
splittingg is remarkable. This increase is caused by an interaction of the propagated 
spatiall  error, initially caused at the foot of the mountain, and the mountain it-
self.. The spatial error is rotated over the sphere in approximately 10 days before it 
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againn impinges on the mountain. As a result, in case of Strang splitting, a sudden 
increasee of the local error is observed. For Ros3 with AMF. this increase is not 
thatt apparent. The spatial errors involve high-frequency waves, which are strongly 
dampedd by Ros3 with AMF. Observe that this explanation agrees with the results 
fromm Section 5.5. The considered step sizes r = 216s and r = 900s in case of Strang 
splittingg and Ros3 with AMF, respectively, correspond to riocai = 4.8 • 10~5 s and 
rr local = 2.0 • 10~4 s, respectively. The fact that we do not observe a sudden increase 
off the h{u) and l2(v)-n.ovm f°r Strang splitting, shows that the error increase is 
locall in space. 

Figuree 5.4 represents the errors (5.45)-(5.48) for Strang splitting and Ros3 with 
AMFF in case of Test 6. Again, similar accuracy is obtained, but for different step 
sizess in favor of Ros3 with AMF. The step size applied for Ros3 with AMF is 
againn larger than 4/3 times the stepsize applied for Strang splitting. The Rossby-
Haurwitzz wave represents a low frequency wave and is therefore of particular interest 
too meteorologists. According to Section 5.5, both methods do not significantly affect 
thee advective wave phase velocity. 

Finally.. Figure 5.5 visualizes the relative error of H on the northern hemisphere 
projectedd onto the equatorial plane. This picture clearly demonstrates that the 
Strangg splitting error is large in the polar region as opposed to Ros3 with AMF. 
Thiss result confirms the results of Section 5.4. where we found that on current high 
resolutionn grids Strang splitting suffers more strongly from the pole singularity in 
thee spherical SWEs, observable by large local errors in the polar region. 

5.6.33 Experiments with several other splittings 

Inn this section, we consider several splittings of the SWEs in spherical geometry. 
Thee splittings differ in their distribution of the Coriolis forces over the flux functions 
fxfx and ftp. Since the advection- and curvature terms are strongly connected to a 
specificc direction, their distribution is fixed. So, we have 

dd ( Hu2 + \gH2 \ 
h{q)h{q) = 7 ^7 Huv - I ^ t a n ö > I + fxCot (q) • (5.56) 

aa cos 4> d\ \ TT 

11 d HuvHuv cos (f) \ 
U(q)U(q) = - ^ ^ I ( t f r 2 + ^ # 2 ) c o s 4 > + 

aa cos 0 dp \ HVCQB4> \ 

aa~^°+^sH~^°+^sH22 + UCm{q), (5.57) 
00 / 
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(a)) ioo-norm 

00 5 10 15 ' 0 5 
tt In days t 

(b)) £2-norm 

Figur ee 5.3: The Zoo-norm (fig(a)) and Z2-norm (fig(b)) of the relative error in H (first 
column),, and absolute errors in u and v (second and third column) for Test 5 for Strang 
splittingg (solid) and Ros3 with AM F (dotted) in case of the reference splitting. 
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Figur ee 5.4: The Zoo-norm (fig(a)) and /2-norm (fig(b)) of the relative error in H (first 
column),, and absolute errors in u and v (second and third column) for Test 6 for Strang 
splittingg (solid) and Ros3 with AM F (dotted) in case of the reference splitting. 
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(a)) Strang splitting (r = 216s) (b)) Ros3 with AMF (T = 900S) 

Figur ee 5.5: Polar view of the relative error in H for Test 5 for Strang splitting (fig(a)) 
andd Ros3 with AMF (fig(b)), in case of the reference splitting. <p £ [g7r, \-K] 

wheree /Acor (q) + foCm (q) = (fHv. -fHu. 0)T. The different splittings are 

/Acorr (q) = (fHv, -fHu, Of, UCor (q) = (0, 0, 0)T . 

hhCoCoAi)Ai) = (o,o,o)J, 

fxfxCoCoAi)Ai) = (fHv,o,o)T, 

fxfxCoCoAq)Aq) = (o,-fHu,of, 

fxfxCaCaAq)Aq) = \(fHv,-fHu.Q)T. 

UUCorCor(q)(q) = (fHv.-fHu.Q)T. 

UcUcoror(q)(q) = (0--fHu.Q)T. 

UUCoCoAq)Aq) = (fHv.0.0)T, 

UUCoCoAq)Aq) = UfHv.-fHu.0)T. 

(fl2f ) ) 

(ffl2) ) 

(flf2) ) 

(f2fl ) ) 

(fhalf) ) 

wheree the first two splittings involve the complete assignment of the Coriolis forces 
too one direction. The third splitting is the reference splitting investigated in Sec-
tionn 5.6.2. Splitting four and five. (f2fl) and (fhalf). are artificial. Note that the 
firstfirst three splittings were considered before in Section 5.5.3 for the linearized local 
Cartesiann SWEs. 

Wee focus on Test 5 and Test 6 of the SWEs test set. Calculations are done 
onn a 90 x 180 uniform lat-lon grid over a fifteen days time period for Test 5, and 
onn 144 x 288 uniform latdon grid over a fourteen days time period for Test 6, 
respectively.. For Test 5, the Strang splitting method uses a fixed step size r = 900s 
forr all splittings, Ros3 with AMF uses a step size r = 1800 s. The results of Test 6 
aree computed with a step size r = 150s for Strang splitting and r = 450s for Ros3 
withh AMF. The step sizes are chosen such that the results satisfy a given accuracy 
requirementt for the reference splitting. 

Sincee we are mainly interested in the qualitative difference between the results 
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forr the various splittings and in the impact of these splittings on the two integration 
methods,, we introduce the following monitor. 

reld.ff  (t. E. S( .p ) (t)) = £ ( H ( r r f 8 p ) W ) • 

wheree E (H) denotes the 1^- or /2-norm defined in (5.45) and (5.47), t denotes 
thee time at which the solution #( sp) is approximated and (refsp) denotes the ref
erencee splitting (flf2). Similar expressions can be derived for the longitudinal and 
latitudinall velocity components. 

Figuree 5.6-5.7 represent the relative differences, reldif(t, /2. H), reldif(£ J 2 - u)-
andd reldif(£,h,v) for the several splittings when applied to Test 5 and Test 6. 
Thesee figures demonstrate that it is difficult to identify a best splitting, because 
suchh a splitting depends on the specific test case. For instance, for Strang splitting, 
thee reference splitting (flf2) is not a good choice in case of Test 5. After 15-days, 
thee /2-norms of the relative error in H, and absolute errors in u and v are smaller for 
almostt all other splittings, viz. reldif(i,i2, H) < 0 etc., see Figure 5.6(a). Splitting 
(f2fl)) appears better suited. For Test 6 on the other hand, the reference splitting is 
lesss accurate over the first seven days, but performs better than the other splittings 
onn the seven days remaining, see Figure 5.7(a). 

Comparedd to Ros3 with AMF, Strang splitting is more sensitive to the chosen 
splitting.. For this method, the relative differences vary over a range of [-0.16.0.10] 
inn case of Test 5 and over a range of [-0.18,0.11] in case of Test 6, see Figure 5.6(a) 
andd 5.7(a). For Ros3 with AMF on the other hand, these differences vary over a 
rangee of [-0.003.0.03] in case of Test 5 and over a range of [-2.5 • 10 3. 3.6 • 10"3] 
inn case of Test 6, see Figure 5.6(b) and Figure 5.7(b), respectively. Ros3 with 
AMFF is almost indifferent to the applied splitting, which agrees with our results in 
Sectionn 5.5.3. For Ros3 with AMF. the reference splitting is sufficiently accurate 
forr both test cases, although splitting (f2fl) is slightly better. 
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(b)) Ros3 with AMF (T = 1800 s) 

F igu ree 5.6: The relative differences, reldif(£, l2, H), reldif(t, l2, u) and reldif(t, l2, v), in 
casee of Test 5 for the splittings (ffl2) , (flf2) etc. Splitting (flf2) is used as the reference 
splitting.. Results are presented for Strang splitting (fig(a)) and Ros3 with AM F (fig(b)). 
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(b)) Ros3 with AMF (r = 450s) 

Figur ee 5.7: The relative differences, reldif(t, I2, H), reldif(i, Z2, u) and reldif(t, h, v), in 
casee of Test 6 for the splittings (ffl2) , (flf2) etc. Splitting (flf2) is used as the reference 
splitting.. Results are presented for Strang splitting (fig(a)) and Ros3 with AM F (fig(b)). 
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5.77 Conclusion 

Whenn solving the semi-discrete SWEs on a global uniform lat-lon grid, an explicit 
timee integration method suffers from a severe restriction on the step size (the pole 
problem).. This problem can be avoided by the application of an implicit time 
integrationn method. In [43], we therefore investigated an A-stable linearly implicit 
third-orderr time integration method, which we combined with approximate matrix 
factorizationn to make it cost effective, viz.. Ros3 with AMF. 

Inn this article, we further explored this method and compared it to a Strang-
typee splitting method. First, we focused on the local error of both methods for the 
linearizedd SWEs in spherical geometry. Strang splitting is showed to suffer from a 
largee local error in the polar region as opposed to Ros3 with AMF. Second, we inves-
tigatedd the numerical dispersion relations for the local Cartesian SWEs to analyze 
theirr influence on the characteristic waves of the shallow water problem. Our main 
focuss was on the advective wave, which is most important in meteorological appli-
cations.. For characteristic step sizes, both methods did not significantly affect the 
advectivee wave phase velocities. Their influence on the gravity waves, however, was 
veryy different. Ros3 with AMF damped these waves more rigorously than Strang 
splitting,, but better represented their phase velocities. In addition, Strang splitting 
couldd lead to amplification of these waves, which makes it unsuitable for long time 
integrationn periods. Third, we applied both methods to Test 2. Test 5 and Test 6 of 
thee SW7Es test set. The numerical results agreed with the theoretical results for the 
locall  error and the numerical dispersion relations. Furthermore, they showed that 
Ros33 with AMF is unaffected by the chosen splitting and. most important. Ros3 
withh AMF is far more efficient than Strang splitting. 

Inn conclusion. Ros3 with AMF makes a good candidate to efficiently solve the 
semi-discretee SW7Es on a global fine resolution lat-lon grid. Strang splitting on the 
otherr hand, is not advocated in view of its inefficiency and large local error in the 
polarr regions. 


